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“What is constantly said is that that unceremoniously buried. So will it be commitment to the 

you must not attack the government about Pulwama and much else if truth and loyalty to 

because it will endanger the country. cit izens do not  hold the Modi the country. On the 

There are times when the only safety government accountable. Two of c o n t r a r y,  i t  i s  

of the country is attack upon the them spoke up bravely. On Feb 18, precisely during a 

government, and it will be a grave Chief Min ister of West  Bengal  crisis that the truth should be told, and 

dereliction of duty on the part of the Mamata Banerjee asked pointed the government asked to account for 

members of this house if, being questions  on the  government 's its lapses.

ho ne st ly  co nv in ce d th at  it  is  culpability for sheer neglect. She had Britain showed prime minister Neville 

necessary to challenge the issue, kept quiet, but Modi's “regularly Chamberlain the door during the 

they take no steps to do it.” These politicising” of Pulwama, in company Second World War. His successor, 

words apply to Prime Minister Modi's with his political valet Amit Shah, Winston Churchill, faced a motion of 

slander against the opposition. forced her to speak up. no-confidence when Rommel's army 

When Stafford Cripps spoke thus in At a rally in Mumbai on Feb 23, was at the gates of Cairo and 

the House of Commons in 1940, his president of the All-India Majlis-i- Alexandria, and Singapore had fallen. 

country was in mortal peril. Nazi Ittehadul Muslimeen, MP Asaduddin There was demand for a royal 

Germany rained bombs on London. Owaisi, asked, “About 200 kilograms commission on the debacle. During 

On much less, Kargil, we had two of RDX was used for the blast in the Korean War, the US Senate 

former  foreign secre tar ies , and Pulwama”  which he s trongly armed services and foreign relations 

former senior  bureaucrat  K.  condemned  “Was the intelligence committees held joint hearings in 

Subrahmanyam, who later became department sleeping?” A member of which all the top guns testified, 

head of the bogus Kargil Inquiry Modi's cabinet impugned the loyalty including the secretaries of state and 

Committee, issue a joint statement in of critics. defence, and the army chief.

June 1999 pathetically pleading that it Half a century's life as free citizens The 1942 no-confidence motion 

was essential for all to “suspend for has not sufficed to train some in the against Churchill read: “That this 

the time being any focus on the duties of citizenship. It is time we house, while paying tribute to the 

inadequacies and failures that have realised that if dissent had not been heroism and endurance of the armed 

led to the crisis”. stifled on Kashmir and the boundary forces … has no confidence in the 

Af te r th e cr is is , di st in gu is he d dispute with China, New Delhi might central direction of the war.” The 

journalists Pamela Constable and not have gone to the brink. Popular mover, John Wardlaw-Milne, offered 

Sankarshan Thakur  published a o p i n i o n  i n  K a s h m i r  w a s  to withdraw it. Churchill refused. It 

collection of essays, Guns and Yellow misrepresented. Maps that showed was a serious challenge, supported 

Roses,  on the lack of t ruthfu l the boundary in the Aksai Chin as by Churchill's friend, admiral of the 

reportage and comment during the 'undef ined ' were taken out o f flee t Roger Keyes,  and former 

war. A BBC journalist remarked, “With circulation. secretary of state for war Leslie Hore-

luck, this collection of essays is the Th er e is  no  co nf li ct  be tw ee n Belisha, who asked, “How can one 

beg inn ing  o f  Ind ia 's  hones t  condemnation of the Pulwama killings place reliance in judgements that 

introspection about Kargil.” and accountability for New Delhi's have so repeatedly turned out to be 

He was proved wrong. The truth was neglect. No conflict either between mi sg ui de d? ” Th e mo ti on  wa s 

DISSENT IN CRISIS

A.G. NOORANI
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 defeated. One answer is misplaced patriotism. suggestion that the media must be the 

During the First World War, Churchill After 9/11, much of the press seemed publicity arm of the state was swift. 

had to leave the cabinet over his role to reach a collective decision that it Richard Francis, managing director of 

in the Gallipoli debacle, on which an was necessary, in the interests of BBC Radio, said “The widow of 

inquiry was set up. Dissent was national unity, to suppress criticism of Portsmouth is no different from the 

voiced freely during the Boer and the commander in chief.” widow of Buenos Aires. The BBC 

Falklands wars. Margaret Thatcher revealed the needs no lesson in patriotism.” This is 

The American press covered itself mindset of governments when she the retort that upstarts in power 

with disgrace on the Iraq War. Paul sneered at the BBC in 1982: “It seems deserve.

Krugman wrote in 2004, “[W]hy did that we and the Argentines are being The writer is an author and a lawyer 

the press credit Bush with virtues that treated almost as equals and almost based in Mumbai.

reporters knew he didn't possess? **************************on a neutral basis.” Retort to the 

India's general elections to be held marched on New Delhi many times provocati ons  aga ins t Pak istan 

in seven phases starts next month. in the past 12 months. when viewed through this prism 

The first phase starts on April 11 This is  not  a l l .  Local  and begin to make sense.

while the seventh one will begin on international economists criticise Modi has a history of using violence 

May 19. The counting of votes starts Modi's handling of the economy, to achieve his political goals. Be it 

on May 23 and results will be saying his ill-thought-out policies the anti-Muslim riots in Gujarat and 

declared the same day. have increased inflation and slowed the consistent blind amnesty to the 

Prime Minister Narendera Modi foreign investment coming to India. ex t r em is t  H indu  Rash t r i ya  

made many promises during his Failing to deliver on promises is a Swayamsevak Sangh's brutalities 

2014 election campaign, many of dangerous past time in Indian against Muslims for years.

which he never intended to honour. politics. Loyalists are known to turn The Indian prime minister, however, 

Five years on he faces an electorate into harsh critics overnight, power would do well to remember that by 

which can send him home. and money being the only using his fascist tactics, he may 

Millions of farmers, particularly the constants. have propelled himself from Gujarat 

small ones, continue to suffer owing These are cogent reasons for the to the head of the table in New Delhi, 

to a steep fall in the cost of staples extremist Bharatiya Janata Party but the same prescription may bring 

like chickpeas, onions and oilseeds. government to stir up a hornets' nest him immense grief this time round.

This can sink the chances of a party on the borders with Pakistan. With India cannot achieve greatness only 

forming government in a nation the elections beginning in April, it is by its size. She needs a leader with 

where 70 per cent of its citizens still no wonder Modi decided to shore up a national vision who selflessly 

directly or indirectly make their living his sagging popularity at Pakistan's serves its minority communities and 

from agriculture. Indian farmers expense. other downtrodden people before 

from d ifferent provinces  have The Pulwama attack and other attending to the majority.

MODI'S RE-ELECTION BID THROUGH WAR
Rafay F. Shamsi
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t has been about a fortnight since from Kashmiri tradesmen who come young brigade has the potential to 

th e P ul wa ma  at tack . Thi s every winter, boycott everything assuage the differences between Iunfortunate attack has haunted Kashmiri.” Kashmir environment and rest of the 

Kashmiri students across India many lives across India. To its country as they act as ambassadors 

locked themselves inside their rooms response, many people across the of social exchange, thus fixing 

and were living like hostages. Bajrang states of India were after Kashmiris fissures and bringing integration.

Dal and VHP activists (Organizations However, ironically there have been who were labelled as Pakistanis, 

declared by CIA as militant groups) numerous incidents where Kashmiri terrorists, anti-nationals and what not. 

attacked many Kashmiri students in students have become victims of Thousands of students, who were 

Dehradun. A friend over there told me campus wrath in different universities studying outside of Kashmir, have 

that police couldn't stop them from and the hostilities are unimaginable returned to their homes. Many of them 

attacking Kashmiris and when I asked after the Pulwama attack. Whole of have been suspended by their 

why he said, 'here people say that nation was enraged on the death of 40 respective institutional authorities 

they (Bajrang Dal and VHP) are CRPF jawans, but how far is it justified and many of them were thrown out of 

above law. The social media was to humiliate and demean a Kashmiri their hostels and other residing 

flooded with attacking videos of for something he has not done. He will places.

Some hotels went to the extent of Kashmiri students, traders etc. but take this on his dignity and later govt 

putting up notices that 'Kashmiris Prakash Javadker, union minister, cries foul that youth of Kashmir are 

aren't allowed to stay' and some shop denied all reports and said that there being radicalized. By labelling them 

owners mimicked British when they is  no harassment of  Kashmiri  as anti-nationals we only reinforce 

would say 'Dogs are allowed but students. Such hypocrisy has instilled that kind of feeling and behaviour in 

Indians (Read Kashmiris here) aren't.' fear among Kashmiri students and them and asking them to leave the 

Many Kashmiris were beaten by self are now afraid to return. Besides mainland India when something goes 

styled nationalist groups. People many colleges have announced that wrong is acknowledgement of fact 

across India have shown that they they will not admit any Kashmiri in that there is no space for them in 

don't want Kashmiris to be part of their so-called colleges. mainland. Belong ingness doesn' t 

Scared that their children may fall India; they just want that piece of land come from sloganeering and crying 

prey to uncanny milieu of Kashmir, without its people. Social media posts hoarse in prime time jingoistic 

many parents spend their hard-of Kashmiris and other people who squabble on TV, it comes from 

earned money to send their wards out asked pertinent questions about the gestures of kindness and empathy.

of valley in different parts of the A Kashmiri outside the valley always attack were considered as acts of 

country to seek education. This tries to develop a good relation with treason. The hatred was taken 

serves the double purpose of better the people of that particular state or forward by jingoistic news anchors 

life chances for the children later and region but he/she is made to feel that who were trying to act as advisors to 

their immunity from radicalization and they don't belong here and all this is the people or bhakts. The governor of 

chances of joining militant ranks or done by humiliating or beating them Meghalaya tweeted that “Don't visit 

going astray. Once out of valley to therefore a Kashmiri outside valley Kashmir, don't go to Amarnath Yatra 

pursue thei r dreams, Kashmir' s always feels demeaned and alienated for next 2 years, don't buy articles 

VALLEY OF SUFFOCATION AZHAR AALAM MIR
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from India. How come is it possible is well being played and it only necessary to study outside the 

that the people from Kashmir, who favours so-called politicians. The valley. The center should look after 

can act as peace ambassadors good things that happen in the the students who have been 

between the conflicted valley and valley are never being celebrated. suspended by their respective 

Ind ia a re being beaten, w ill  Indian media has done everything colleges outside the state and 

improve the ties between the valley it can to spoil the image of Kashmir Govt. should take the responsibility 

and India. Tell me India, how do and Kashmiris. of the safety of Kashmiri students 

The current situation in the valley is you consider Kashmir as your and other people from Kashmir in 

disturbing. Activists of Jama'at-e-integral part when you don't want states across India. Governor of 

Islami are being arrested since Kashmiris to be part of it? J&K should also take measures to 

Despite this hate, Khalsa Aid came 23rd of February. It is like an solve the problems faced by 

to rescue of thousands of Kashmiri undeclared emergency in the Kashmiri students as thousands of 

students and other Kashmiris Valley. On 28 February, center carriers are at stake. The Govt. of 

across India. Sikh community was banned the Jama'at-e-Islami, a India should take strong action 

very helpful to all the Kashmiris socio-rel igious organizat ion against the perpetrators who 

who were outside the state and involved in a many humanitarian harass Kashmiris outside the 

managed to bring them home. J&K works especially  in education valley. Some strict actions should 

Students Organization also helped sector. Its ban will impact the also be taken against the biased 

hundreds of Kashmiri students to education sector severely as there media and the jingoistic anchors 

return their homes safely. Also, are over 350 schools run by JeI. if should stop demonizing Kashmir 

peop le  f r om many  s ta tes  these schools are sealed, as is the and Kashmiris.

welcomed Kashmiris, who faced lkely outcome of the ban, more Center must take Kashmir issue 

any kind of trouble, to their homes. than 75000 students will become seriously now and solve all the 

Kashmir will never forget their school less. Govt's contribution in disputes so that we Kashmiris can 

hospitality and will be always be in Education sector in Kashmir is live in peace. There is an urgent 

debt to them mostly to the Sikh almost negligible, banning the J-e-I need of dialogue between India & 

brothers or Khalsa Aid, their valor schools will break the backbone of Pakistan. It can be done by sitting 

has gained a massive respect in education sector in the valley. across the negotiation table in the 

There is a need of a political party the valley. spirit of peace and friendship. It 

Besides, the media, be it TV or which will be at least in favor of might take time to build trust in both 

socia l, plays a great ro le in Kashmir as many other institutions the countries, but if it is not done 

degrading the image of Kashmir. in the Valley are in danger. The now, it would lead to war like 

Most people in India know Kashmir best would have been if there were consequences. Let's hope the 

through biased media and they our own good colleges in Kashmir peace would prevail in all the three 

also believe in it. The propaganda so that it wouldn't have been places.
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he hyper nationalist Indian This is not the first time that the Indian prejudice that has 

media is further dividing and media is reporting verbatim its come undone on the 

polarising the Indian society government's policy in the time of media since the T
on communal lines. From the calls to crisis. When the 2001attack on the Pulwama attack.

As soon as the news eliminate Pakistan from the face of Indian parliament occurred, it was the 

of the attack on the Indian the earth to branding traitors those Indian media that made a terrorist of a 

Paramilitary Forces in Pulwama that Indians who have been asking their Kashmir Arabic teacher, Abdul Ahmad 

killed 40 officers reached the government for evidence of killing 300 Gilani, from the College of Delhi 

newsrooms and studios across India, terrorists in Balakot, the media in University. Without bothering to verify 

accusations were hurled at JeM for its India has become the propaganda whether he made any call to Pakistan 

hands in the crime. In a matter of a few machine. In an age of information, when the parliament attack was 

hours not only the Jesh had taken the where social media has turned news unfolding, the Indian press quoted 

responsibility of the attack, but sound making into a child's game, the what had been fed to them by their 

bites were also grabbed from the reliance of mainstream media on lie investigation agencies establishing 

relatives of the killed officers seeking and hyperbolic nationalism to Gilani part of Jesh-e Muhammad 

revenge from Pakistan that surpass galvanize nation in tense times could (JeM). The charge sheet filed five 

the Pulwama brutality.make journalism a trivial business. It months later had no mention of any 

A new narrative of punishing Pakistan is  easy journalism to become phone call received or made by 

at its home turf was launched to which government's mouthpiece, but it Gilani, and neither could the report 

each right-wing commentator and takes professionalism to dig out truth establish his links with the militants 

even ordinary people on the street and report facts. who attacked parliament. Keeping to 

were found giving a go-ahead. The the stream of lie the right-wing The Indian anchors bully their guests 

“ghar mai ghus kar maray gay” (we commentators referred to Afzal Guru the moment they say a positive word 

will kill them inside their home) as the JeM militant. So high and raw for Pakistan or anything against the 

nar ra t ive  reached hys ter ica l  was the commotion wrapped up I n d i a n  g o v e r n m e n t .  I n  o n e  

proportion within a couple of hours around this falsified bias that L.K. programme the anchor went so far as 

l e a v i n g  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  Advani wanted Guru to be hanged at to ask her guest to leave the studio 

unaccountable for crossing the LoC, once. The resonance of BJP policy and give his sound bites to a Pakistani 

the international recognized border, struck so well with the national channel. Besides putting words in the 

which had the potential to escalate conscience that the jury was out mouths of the guests to air what the 

war at the cost of pushing both the against Guru much before the newsroom has decided to telecast, 

c o u n t r i e s  d e c a d e s  b a c k  i n  Supreme Court of India handed him the anchors  have taken on 

development and progress.dea th  sen tence  no t  w i thou t  aggressive posture with a face laden 

a c k n o w l e d g i n g  v i o l a t i o n  o f  The former President of India, Pranab with anger. There is complete 

procedural norms in prosecution. Mukherjee had once raised fingers on intolerance to any sane voice seeking 

Such is the power of media sold to the credibility of Indian media saying even a minute of factual reporting 

ultra-nationalism. It is the same that there should always be room for from the journalist conducting a given 

weaving of falsification of biases and discussion and dissension in a vibrant show.

INDIAN MEDIA BAYING FOR BLOOD

Durdana Najam
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democracy. Further exposing the fault often the targets of violence by their government of proving itself right 

lines of intolerance in the Indian sold iers acting with the central about killing 300 terrorists on the 

media he said: “ “There should always government's tacit consent”. Further Pak istani  soi l of Balako t were 

be room for the argumentative Indian, exposing the psyche of the Modi demanding repeated st rike  on 

and not the intolerant Indian. The government towards national media Pakistan. Even the Reuter's report 

media must be the watchdog, the the repor t observed:  “Hosti li ty  fr om  th e g ro un d i n P ak is ta n 

mediator between the leaders and the t o w a r d s  t h e  m e d i a ,  o p e n l y  suggesting no casualty from the 

public.” India dropped two levels encouraged by political leaders, and Indian attack in Balakot failed to deter 

down from 136 to 138 in 2018 in the the efforts of authoritarian regimes to the Indian media from its jingoistic 

index compi led by the  global  export their vision of journalism posed stance. One media commentator 

watchdog Repor ters  Wi thout  a threat to democracies”. The final noted, journalists were too willing to 

Borders. The report issued in April nail the report dealt to the Indian “reproduce unverified, contradictory 

2018 stated: “In India [down from 136 version of journalism wi th these and speculative information” that 

ranking in  2017],  hate speech comments: “The Hindu nationalists suited the government.

 Anchors and pundits were too targeting journalists is shared and are trying to purge all manifestations 

overwhelmed by the conflict to amplified on social networks, often by of 'anti-national' thought from the 

question the establishment.trol l armies  in  Pr ime Minister  national debate, which is giving rise to 

Na re nd ra  Mo di 's  pa y.” Ab ou t self-censorship in the mainstream The Indian media will go down in the 

journa list in  Kashmir the report media.” The high profile journalists, history of journalism as a watchdog 

remarked: “Kashmiri journalists were like Gaurav Sawant, instead of asking baying for blood in the time of crisis.

LESSONS FROM PAKISTAN-INDIA 2019 CRISIS
n the wee hours of February 26, connected world where information c a n d i d  

2019, Indian Air Force carried out flows unhindered on social media any i n t r o s p e c t i o n ,  

an act of aggression against such eventuality on the ground would particularly in midst I
Pakistan. It crossed the Line of have come to the fore. However, of a crisis like this. A 

Control, and eventually its aggressive reporting from various international q u e s t i o n  t h a t  

act violated Pakistan's sovereignty. media groups revealed that there demands making a choice between a 

Fleeing Indian Mirage Indian Air were no terrorist or civilian casualties popular opinion and a qualified one  in 

Force jets hastily released bombs (except  for one wounded local) order to save this region from a 

which landed in open ground in a resulting from the strikes. The first dangerous nuclear crisis. And it 

small village Jaba situated at the most cogent takeaway provokes a deserves a discerning approach to 

outskirts of Balakot, Mansehra. To top question for strategists in South Asia. address this point. 

t h i s  m i s a d v e n t u r e ,  I n d i a n  T h e  f i r s t  as p e c t d e s e rv e s  Before the emergence of this crisis, a 

government made a premature claim confrontation with a serious question  segment of society in India following a 

of having killed nearly 300 terrorists. in an unbiased manner  “Is South popular opinion misperceives and 

This irresponsible statement marked Asian nuclear environment involving equates nuclear South Asian 

the first casualty of truth. India failed Pakistan and India identical of any environment with that of Middle East. 

to offer any credible evidence of other parallel security environment in In  th is  regard,  th is  popular  

substantiating such claim. In a highly the world?” This question deserves a perspective equates India to that of 

USAMA NIZAMANI
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 Israel's position in the Middle East. India took the most unprecedented Narendra Modi to de-escalate as the 

This opinion in its inherent approach step in nuclear history of the world. Its conflict between the two countries will 

is faulty at best, extremely risk- radical action involved carrying out be catastrophic due to presence of 

seeking, and perilous. Israel is the aerial raid on Pakistan's territory. In n u c l e a r  w e a p o n s .  H e  a l s o  

sole country in the Middle Eastern cold-war and post-cold war world empath ized wi th  India on  the 

which is also believed to be an order, never did erstwhile Soviet Pulwama attack and urged India to 

opaque nuclear weapons country. Union or present day Russia and share evidence with Pakistan. The 

And no other country in the region United States (or its European allies following day while addressing the full 

m a t c h e s  I s r a e l ' s  s u p e r i o r  United Kingdom and France) ever session of Parliament PM Imran Khan 

conventional military power let alone compromise the extended deterrence ann oun ced  the  rel eas e of the  

possesses  nuc lear  weapons let alone compromise each other's captured Indian pilot as a gesture of 

capability. To begin with Israel's broad deterrence by attacking each peace, and once again offered India 

adversaries, Syria barely holds a other's soil. This was an irresponsible to de- esc ala te ten sio ns,  sha re 

struggling military force, its other behaviour demonstrated by India as a credible evidence with Pakistan and 

adversaries Hezbollah and Hamas nuclear weapons country to have undertake dialogue with Pakistan. 

are non-state militant entities. Israel, used military action against Pakistan India has reportedly shared a dossier 

thus, reserves the upper hand in wh ic h to o po ss es se s nu cl ea r with Pakistan; however, it has yet to 

undertaking limited military action to we ap on s.   Pa rt ic ul ar ly,  wh en  come to the fore if it contains 

full scale war sans of fear of massive Pakistan commits  itse lf to Ful l prosecutable evidence.

use of force from its adversaries. Spectrum Deterrence primed towards In midst of this crisis, the most 

Israel is also capable of defending India . This quali fied perspective disturbing element has been the 

and thwarting itself against use of appears to be missing in favor of the handling of public opinion. Some 

shor t range rockets by e ither foregoing popular opinion discussed prominent anchors in India have 

Hezbollah or Hamas. Therefore, as earlier.  found it hard to discontinue war-

the sole, undeclared opaque nuclear On February 27, 2019 Pakistan mongering rhetoric. Knowing the fact 

power in the region it doesn't have to reta liated to respond to Indian that escalation and outright war will be 

fear threat of symmetrical military aggression and to restore deterrence detrimental for both countries and the 

retaliation in the region. As a result it vis-à -vis India . In its retal iation region. The other caustic aspect in 

holds the incentive to carry out Pakistan claimed to shoot down two media was element of fake news or 

of fens ive mi li ta ry  ac ti on . Th is  Indian Air Force aircraft. One Mig 21- false information. One anchor Rahul 

construct of Israel's use of limited Bison fell inside Azad Jammu and Kanwal tried hard to prove part of 

military has gained popular traction Kashmir. Its pilot Wing Commander debris of a MIG-21 as that of a PAF F-

among news anchors, vloggers, and Abhinandan Varthaman after ejecting 16 only to fail in such a claim by a 

social media users in India. This one from his crashing aircraft was rescued defence ana lys t on that show. 

size fits for all approach is not relevant from a group of mob and taken into Simi larly barrage of informat ion 

to South Asia's nuclear dominated custody by Pakistan Army. After without any substantive evidence 

security environment.         Pakistan's swift action, Prime Minister only underscores presence of fake 

In South Asia, India and Pakistan both Imran Khan addressed the nation and news and susceptibility to act on 

are declared nuclear weapons demonstrated statesmanship l ike misinformation by the two countries. 

countries. On February 26, 2019, approach by offering Prime Minister Misinformation is one of diciest factor 
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(which different  researchers and demands that both India and Pakistan divergent than war on paper. Thus, 

policy makers have warned against) avoid escalation of crisis in future and t h e r e  i s  n e e d  f o r  r e v i v i n g  

which can lead leadership in India and engage in comprehensive dialogue. un in te rr up te d an d co nt in uo us  

Pakistan to aggravate their crisis or The  two  cou ntr ies  sho uld  tal k process of  dia logue.  But  most 

worsen war conditions in looming everything ranging from Kashmir, importantly, it requires divorcing such 

threat of nuclear weapons. bi la te ra l di sp ut es , tr ad e,  an d dialogue from populist sentiments 

The question stands how future economics to terrorism.  Strategic and electoral politics. Durable peace 

miscalculation and misadventure be coercion by India cannot be applied between India and Pakistan demands 

avoided and where should Pakistan from chapters of a book, it is rather this approach, if the region is to 

and India move from here. The wise to heed to Clausewitz's counsel achieve goals of integration and 

common intellect and logical aspect because friction of war is acutely mutual prosperity.

Relations between Pakistan and India over the Madhumita Ray, a professor in the state of Odisha, 

disputed region of Kashmir are at a low point, but advocated in a television debate that India should not go 

there are ways to broker peace, writes Lee to war against Pakistan she lost her job. Other leading 

Rhiannon*. academics have been humiliated for similar comments.

Collateral damage comes in many forms when hostilities An emotional response from India is understandable. The 

break out. For Kashmir-Jammu it is not only deaths and killing of 40 of its citizens in one attack is shocking. 

injuries caused by the suicide bomber who in mid- However, for local Kashmiris there is the context of 

February killed about 40 Indian paramilitary forces. decades of violence that can be traced back to how 

Finding a pathway to peace and justice for the people of Britain in 1947 divided up the sub-continent between 

this region could also be on the rocks. India and Pakistan. While India has blamed Pakistan for 

Initially there was hope that with worldwide media the attack, Imran Khan's government has denied any 

attention on the military escalation over the disputed connection with the suicide bombing, which it has 

status of Kashmir, support would build towards a condemned.The suicide bomber, Adil Ahmad Dar, lived in 

resolution of this 70-year-old conflict. But at the same Indian-controlled Kashmir and was a member of the local 

time the 24/7 Indian media networks have had militant group, Jaish-e-Mohammed. Dar's parents said 

unrelenting coverage, with many advocating revenge for their son became radicalised after being beaten by Indian 

the killing of the Indian security personnel. police when he was returning home from school. His 

Social media users in India have amplified the vitriol recruitment reflects the deep-rooted resentment among 

towards Pakistan and anyone deemed to be young Kashmiris towards Indian forces.

unsupportive of the Indian government. The wife of one of 

the security personnel killed in the February bombing, 

Mita Santra, was even targeted with online abuse 

because she called for peaceful dialogue with Pakistan 

and said war should not be an option.

A number of academics at Indian universities are 

suffering shocking consequences for questioning how 

the Modi government is handling the conflict. When India and Pakistan are both armed with nuclear weapons.

IT'S DANGEROUS TIMES IN KASHMIR, BUT THERE IS A PATH TO PEACE
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Human rights groups that monitor the violence in India- The same ASPI report stated that these strikes “were 

controlled Kashmir report that 528 people died in 2018, designed primarily to placate a domestic (Indian) 

including 145 civilians. This is the deadliest year since audience while simultaneously limiting escalation by not 

2009. targeting built-up areas and causing substantial 

The level of death and suffering is even higher than these casualties”. While some comfort can be taken from this 

figures suggest. Indian author and political activist, analysis, as it suggests that Modi wanted to avoid an 

Arundhati Roy, writing earlier this month stated: “Since ongoing war, his approach does not develop a pathway to 

1990, more than seventy thousand people have been peace and justice for Kashmir. What's more his bellicose 

killed in the conflict, thousands have 'disappeared', tens statements targeted to a domestic market are inciting 

of thousands have been tortured and hundreds of young deep divisions among Indians towards Kashmiris 

people maimed and blinded by pellet guns.” studying and working in India.

The differences between Pakistan and India are stark. There have been numerous reports of Kashmiri students 

While Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan called for a and business people being harassed and in some cases 

diplomatic solution to the current crisis and said his Indian students have demanded the expulsion of 

government's response to India's air strike was to ensure Kashmiri students from their university. A sign of the 

there was “no collateral damage, no casualties”, Indian seriousness of the attacks is that the Indian Supreme 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi followed a belligerent path Court has ordered the government to protect Kashmiris 

promoting Hindu nationalism. living in India.

 In the immediate aftermath of the suicide bombing Modi  Many of the more than 11,000 Kashmiris studying at 

committed to “a crushing defeat” of Pakistan and Indian universities now want to return to their homes in 

promised a “jaw-breaking response” involving retaliatory Indian-controlled Kashmir where reports of their  

“surgical strikes”. treatment are sure to reinforce the growing anger 

Kashmiris feel towards India.

This controversy is happening in the hot house of India's 

general election campaign. From the moment the suicide 

bomber set off this latest wave of death and destruction a 

number of commentators speculated that the killings 

could help the Modi government win the election 

scheduled for April and May this year.

Both Forbes and the Economic Times have explored the 

boost they expect Modi to gain from the bombing and 

cross border air strikes. Prior to the suicide attack Modi's 

chances of retaining power was put at 50:50 after his 

Bharatiya Janata Party was defeated in five state 

elections in 2018, including in the key Hindu states of The Australian Strategic Policy Institute identified that this 

Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.was “the first time that Indian forces have released 

Post the February attacks Modi's chances of re-election munitions into Pakistan's undisputed territory since the 

have been pushed to 70 per cent. 1971 India-Pakistan War”. ASPI was established in 2001 

The Times of India speculates that “a strong leader who by former Prime Minister John Howard and is part-funded 

acts tough” could swing the required “20 seats” to win.by the Department of Defence.

Prime minster  of Pakistan, Imran Khan. (IMAGE: 

Chatham House, Flickr)
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Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi addresses the Paris 

Climate Talks. (IMAGE: Thom Mitchell, New Matilda)

Achieving that would be a major step to reducing and 

eventually ending the ongoing human rights abuses that 

successive generations of Kashmiris have had to endure. All 

parties need to respect human rights including freedom of 

speech and movement. Multilateral bodies along with 

individual countries have a role to play in working with India 

and Pakistan to achieve these objectives. Progress is 

happening. Last year both the Office of the United Nations 

Human Rights Commissioner (OHCHR) and the British 

Parl iament 's Al l  Party Parl iamentary Group on 

With Modi's re-election platform dominated by nationalist zeal, Kashmirproduced reports and recommendations that if acted 

as he has been unable to deliver on his economic and on will take us down the path of achieving peace and justice for 

development promises, there could be a repeat of the 2014 Kashmir and for the whole region. The key recommendation 

general election when Modi won power largely due to his from the United Nation's OHCHR is for a Commission of 

“strong leader” image. Inquiry that could conduct an on the ground independent 

There is a risk that this could plunge not just Indian-controlled investigation in Kashmir. The Pakistan government has 

Kashmir but the whole sub-continent into more chaos. A re- agreedthat a UN team can “visit Azad Kashmir as long as it is 

elected and re-invigorated Modi government could move to able to visit the J&K (Jammu-Kashmir). In that sense, 

declare India a “Hindu rashtra” (Hindu nation) by amending the Pakistan's stance on the question of 'access' by the UN is 

nation's constitution. Arundhati Roy has predicted this would unconditional as long as India offers similar access to the 

be an upper caste nation where “minorities and all those who Territory it occupies.”

do not agree with the majoritarian point  can be criminalised”. So here is the roadblock. The Indian government does not 

The policy of Modi's BJP sees India as a Hindu country. Implicit agree with setting up a Commission of Inquiry. The Pakistan 

in this view is that all Indian Muslims should have moved to government does support establishing the CoI but it will only 

Pakistan in 1947. Those that remain in India are viewed as agree to the Inquiry visiting and investigating in Pakistan-

traitors to India. This is the frame for Modi's response to the controlled Kashmir if India reciprocates for the region it 

current crisis. So an attack such as the recent suicide bombing controls.

plays into Modi's anti-Muslim narrative. Last year India was Leadership is needed. Pakistan's Prime Minister Imran Khan 

added to the United Nations list of countries that regularly lowered the temperature on the recent conflict by releasing the 

inflict reprisals or intimidation through killings, torture and Indian Airforce pilot after his plane was shot down over 

arbitrary arrests against people cooperating with the UN on Pakistan. Could Pakistan show leadership again by agreeing 

human rights. to the Commission of Inquiry having free movement in the 

For all the complexity of this dispute, the world cannot again territory it administers irrespective of India's current position?

turn away from finding a solution. This is not just because two This would be a significant step to moving the Kashmir conflict 

nuclear powers, India and Pakistan, are facing off against away from death and violence and onto the path to peace and 

each other. Kashmir, on both the Indian side and the Pakistan justice.

side, consists of many different regions with varying * Lee Rhiannon is a former Greens NSW Senator and long-

aspirations for their future. Not all support autonomy. Surely time activist on a range of social justice and environment 

the starting point to create the conditions to work through these issues. Last year she visited Kashmir and earlier this year 

complexities must be the demilitarisation of this region. she attended a London conference on Kashmir.
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News Section

PM Imran Khan reaffirms Pakistan's 

support to Kashmir cause

International community should step 

forward to help resolve the Kashmir 

dispute Sardar Masood Khan, 

human rights violations taking place in Indian Occupied 

Kashmir further reiterating that the unresolved Kashmir 

Islamabad: Prime Minister Imran Khan has reaffirmed dispute will remain a threat to global peace and stability.

The President expressed these views while addressing 

the 29th death anniversary event of former President of 

AJK and first AJK Defence Minister, Captain General 

Syed Ali Ahmed Shah, here at the Kashmir Press Club. 

The event was also addressed by AJK Minister for Sports 

and Culture, Chaudhry Mohammad Saeed, former AJK 

Chief Justice and President Jammu and Kashmir 

Liberation League, Abdul Majid Malik, Sports Minister of Pakistan's continued moral, political and diplomatic 

Sports and Affairs, former President of the Supreme support to the Kashmiris in their just struggle for securing 

Court Bar Association and Chairman of the Syed Ali Shah their inalienable right to self-determination.

Prime Minister Imran Khan in his message on the Shah Memorial Committee, Syed Neshat Kazmi, DG 

occasion of 79th Pakistan Day, today, while felicitating the Mirpur Development Authority, Ejaz Raza, Director 

nation said, “Today, we should not forget our Kashmiri General Kashmir Liberation Cell, Fida Hussain Kayani 

brethren who have long been victim of Indian state and President Kashmir Press Club Mirpur, Sajjad Jarral.

President Azad Kashmir said that the world should look at terrorism and are forced to lead a life of misery. While 

Kashmir issue as a humanitarian crisis and not just expressing our solidarity with our Kashmiri brethren on 

through the lens of being a nuclear flashpoint between this occasion we salute their courage and acknowledge 

Pakistan and India. This conflict, he said, directly affects their sacrifices. We reaffirm our resolve to continue our 

20 million people living in Jammu and Kashmir.political, diplomatic and moral support for the Kashmir 

Masood Khan echoed the fact that the only solution is the cause at every international forum.”

resolution of the issue in light of the UN Security Council 

resolutions and allowing the Kashmiris to exercise their 

free political will. The state, he said, consists of Jammu, 

Sardar Masood Khan, President Jammu and Kashmir, Kashmir Valley, Ladakh, Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad 

has said that the international community should step Kashmir; which has to be treated as one entity and any 

forward to help resolve the Kashmir dispute and prevent solution of the Kashmir dispute must incorporate the 

any sort of escalation between Pakistan and India. He political dispensation of all the people belonging to these 

said, despite the international community knowing fully five territories.President Masood Khan paid rich tribute to 

about the Kashmir conflict, they are hesitant to talk of the former AJK President and the first Defence Minister of 

Azad Kashmir  Captain 

General Syed Ali Ahmed 

Shah for his prominent role 

during the war of liberation 

 (1947) and later for his
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Outstanding serv ices in the newly formed AJK in AJK under the basic democracy system. He gave the 

Government. The President said that Syed Ali Ahmad ideology of the recognition of the AJK government as a 

Shah was not only known for his honesty and integrity but 'revolutionary provisional successor government' of 

also for his immense professionalism and sense of duty deposed Dogra ruler of the princely state of Jammu and 

towards his people and his  undivided focus on Kashmir, “with a freehand to take Kashmir freedom 

strengthening the nascent institutional setup of AJK. movement to its logical end.” He breathed his last in a 

The President said that that he would consider renaming road accident on March 11, 1988, when he was on board 

Mirpur University of Science and Technology (MUST) a public transport vehicle as an ordinary passenger 

after the former President Syed Ali Ahmed Shah. He also despite being leader of the opposition in the AJK 

said that in the future, the death anniversary of the Syed assembly. Interestingly, though Mr Haider had been 

Ali Ahmed Shah will be organised at MUST. nurtured in a political atmosphere where the ideology of 

He appealed to the political leadership of Azad Kashmir to Mr Khurshid was demurred religiously, of late he has 

unite on one platform and leverage their strengths in a however been making more or less same calls regarding 

united manner to help take forward the freedom struggle the role of the AJK government, without making a direct 

of the oppressed Kashmiris in Indian Occupied Kashmir reference to the late leader's credo. “Kashmiris will have 

and help them ascertain their right to self-determination. to come forward to counter India's propaganda at the 

diplomatic front. We ought to reformulate our policies in 

keeping with the prevailing circumstances, so as to fail 

India's machinations,” the AJK prime minister said. Mr 

Muzaffarabad: Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Prime Haider said Kashmir was not a bilateral issue but the 

Minister Raja Farooq Haider on Monday reiterated that issue of life and death for its 15 million populations and its 

the government in Muzaffarabad and a Srinagar-based solution had to be reached in accordance with their 

alliance of pro-freedom Kashmiri leaders should be given wishes through implementation of the UN Security 

a role for advocacy of Kashmir cause at the international Council resolutions. He stressed that the entire Kashmiri 

level. “It's the demand of the time and circumstances that leadership must forge unity and unanimity in the interest 

the Azad [Kashmir] government and the All Parties of their noble struggle and Pakistan. He said invitation to 

Hurriyat Conference (APHC) be given a role to plead their Sushma Swaraj, India's minister for external affairs, to 

case before the international community,” he said at the speak as guest of honour at the Organisation of Islamic 

31st death anniversary function of the Kashmiri leader K. Cooperation (OIC) had hurt the concept of Muslim 

H. Khurshid. Mr Khurshid who served as private secretary Ummah and rubbed salt into the wounds of Kashmiris. He 

to Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah from 1944 to late said Pakistan was the true sympathiser and lone powerful 

1947 and as AJK president from May 1959 to August advocate of Kashmiris. Mr Khurshid, he said, was the 

1964 had founded the third major and popular political pride of Kashmiri nation who established the identity of 

party in the state of Jammu and Kashmir after Muslim AJK as its president and gave political wisdom to 

Conference and National Conference by the name of Kashmiris. “Leaders like him are born [once] in centuries 

Jammu Kashmir Liberation League (JKLL) in 1962. In and they rarely have a substitute,” he added. Prominent 

1961, he had conducted and won the first ever elections among others who spoke on the occasion were PTI 

AJK Govt. APHC should be allowed to 

plead Kashmir cause, Raja Muhammad 

Farooq Haider
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 senior vice president Khawaja Farooq Ahmed, JKLL Kashmir has no power to take any action against any 

leader Manzoor Qadir, JUI leader Mahmoodul Hassan soldier” he pointed out. He told the officers that UN report 

Ashraf and a retired bureaucrat Shaikh Qayyum. has been published on the atrocities and human rights 

abuses of Indian forces against Kashmiris. European 

Parliament have held a debate on them too. Giving more 

details to the officers Mr. Haider told that UN had rejected 

the resolution of accession to Pakistan of Kashmir 

Muzaffarabad (PID,AJK) The AJK Prime Minister Raja assembly in 1945. Mahraja forcibly acceded Kashmir to 

India against the wishes of people of Jammu and 

Kashmir. He said the only durable resolution of Kashmir 

issue was to give choice of plebiscite to the people of 

Kashmir to determine their future with a free will. He said 

international community should play its role to give 

Kashmiris their right to self-determination. Without 

resolving Kashmir issue peace could not return to the 

region, he stated. Regarding growth and development of 

AJK the Premier told the delegation that literacy rate of 

Kashmir was better than all provinces of Pakistan. There Farooq Haider Khan said Peace could not be established 

was enormous potential of tourism and hydropower in South Asia without resolving longstanding Kashmir 

generation which the government was fully exploiting.issue in accordance with the wishes of Kashmiris. He was 

talking to under training officers for advance diplomatic 

course in foreign services academic of 23 countries here 

Islamabad (PID,AJK) A 14- member delegation of on the other day. He said Kashmiris were given choice of 

Parliamentary leaders of Azad Jammu and Kashmir, led deciding their future through UN resolutions but India 

by the Prime Minister of Azad Jammu and Kashmir, Raja refused to implement these resolutions. He told the 

Muhammad Farooq Haider Khan, met the Foreign officers that there was complete freedom of speech and 

Minister here on Thursday, to discuss the current situation movement in AJK. There was no political prisoner in the 

of Indian occupied Jammu and Kashmir (IoK). The state nor there was any extremism, he added. He said 

delegation exchanged views with the Foreign Minister on there was no training camp around and Kashmiris were 

the appalling situation of human rights in Indian occupied peaceful people. Mr. Haider welcomed the International 

Jammu and Kashmir, particularly in the aftermath of the Community and UN fact finding mission to Azad Kashmir. 

Pulwama attack. The Foreign Minister deplored that He said after Indian aggression liberation struggle has 

instead of introspection, Indian Government and its penetrated into the generation born in early 90s. More 

media hurled baseless accusations against Pakistan, than 100,000 Kashmiris have been martyred, 10,000 

without any investigation. He stated that denial by India of women raped, thousands injured and thousands of 

the right to self-determination to the Kashmiri people, as houses had been destroyed by occupation forces in IOK, 

recognized by the numerous United Nations Security he remarked. “Indian forces have been given powers 

Council Resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir, continues under draconian laws to kill, kidnap or disappear any 

to keep hostage the peace and security of the nuclearized Kashmiri or file a fake case against him as and when they 

South Asia. The Foreign Minister regretted that following like without being accountable to anyone. Government of 

Peace could not be established in South 

Asia without resolving longstanding Kashmir 

issue in accordance with the wishes of 

Kashmiris, Raja Farooq Haider Khan

Meeting of AJK Parliamentary/Political 

Leaders with the Foreign Minister
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unacceptable, the APHC Chairman said, 

“The authorities are hell bent to curb and 

strangulate the genuine aspirations and 

political voice for the right to self-

determination”. Hailing the commitment, 

persistence and unshakable resolve of 

people in Kashmir, Syed Ali Gilani said 

the peoples' urge to settle Kashmir 

dispute has touched the pinnacle and 

freedom movement emerged as 

 the Pulwama attack, India has intensified its crackdown invincible.

against innocent Kashmiris. He condemned India's 

unprovoked shelling across the Line of Control (LoC) and Srinagar (KMS) In occupied Kashmir, the Joint Hurriyat 

the Working Boundary (WB). Leadership has termed the summoning of Mirwaiz Umar 

The Foreign Minister also apprised the Parliamentary Farooq and Syed Ali Gilani's son, 

leaders of AJK on the efforts being undertaken by the Syed Naseem Gilani, by National 

Government of Pakistan to highlight the massive Investigation Agency, to New Delhi 

atrocities being perpetrated by the Indian occupation in the name of questioning as sheer 

forces in Indian occupied Jammu and Kashmir.  political vendetta. The leadership in a statement in 

The Foreign Minister reaffirmed Pakistan's moral, Srinagar said the NIA raids on the residences of Hurriyat 

political and diplomatic support to the people of Indian leaders and their relatives are aimed at preventing them 

occupied Jammu and Kashmir in their legitimate struggle from pursing the Kashmiris' demand for freedom. The 

for the right to self-determination in accordance with the JRL made it clear that struggle for right to self-

United Nations Security Council Resolutions. determination would be taken to its logical conclusion, 

against all odds. Meanwhile, Mirwaiz Umar Farooq has 

Srinagar: In occupied Kashmir, the Chairman of All Parties decided not to appear in person before the National 

Hurriyat Conference (APHC), Syed Ali Gilani has expressed Investigation Agency. His counsel in response to the NIA 

concern over the arrest spree, slapping notice said that Mirwaiz would not travel to New Delhi 

of draconian Public Safety Act (PSA) on because of threat to his personal safety. Tehreek-e-

religious scholar, Mushataq Ahmad Veeri Hurriyat Jammu and Kashmir Chairman, Mohammad 

and Jamaat-e-Islami activists. Syed Ali Ashraf Sehrai in a statement issued in Srinagar said the 

Gilani in a statement issued in Srinagar continued aggressive policy of Indian state against the 

said, “Repressive measures against peaceful and unarmed Kashmiris is aimed at creating a graveyard silence in the 

civilians including resistance leaders and activists are occupied territory. The Jamaat-e-Islami of occupied 

condemnable. The coercive measures will yield nothing but Kashmir in a statement refuted all allegations leveled by 

devastation, he added. He said the repressive actions against Indian government and its agencies against the politico-

the freedom-loving people have failed on all fronts to suppress socio welfare organization as baseless, biased and 

the people's freedom sentiments during the past 71 years unfounded. The Muslim Personal Law Board of occupied 

especially since 1989 and in future as well. Decrying the Kashmir at a meeting presided over by Kashmir's Grand 

conduct of the Indian government as highly unfortunate and 

NIA summons to Mirwaiz political vendetta

Gilani expresses concern over arrest spree in IOK

Mufti, Mufti Nasir-ul-Islam urged Pakistan and India to 
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 resolve all issues through dialogue. Indian troops of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act. Malik is under 

launched cordon and search operations in Arihal, arrest and at present lodged in Jammu's Kot Balwal jail. 

Bongam, Raina and Kashewa areas of Pulwama and This is the second organisation in Jammu and Kashmir 

Shopian districts, today. The troops sealed all entry and which has been banned this month. Earlier, the GoI had 

exit points and conducted door-to-door searches in the banned the Jamaat-e-Islami Jammu and Kashmir.

areas. On the other hand, Canada's most widely read 

newspaper, The Globe and Mail, has criticized the world's 

SHOPIAN (By Raashid Hassan )The world's youngest silence over real risk of nuclear war over Kashmir 

pellet victim, little Hiba Nisar, who was injured in the right between Pakistan and India. The newspaper in an article 

eye during pellet firing by the forces on November 25 last written by Alison Redford maintained that the facts 

year, is battling to regain the eye's sight. Her parents say demonstrated that Indian military jets breached the Line 

there has been no recovery yet as Hiba is still unable to of Control and launched an attack on civilian targets in 

see from the eye that sustained the pellet wound. Hiba's Pakistan, and even boasting of civilian deaths, based on 

family members told Kashmir Reader that her doctors an unproven allegation. In response, she added, during 

had advised them that she would have to undergo the next Indian sorties, which appear to have been a 

another surgery next month (around April 10), after which second breach, Pakistan, acting in self-defence, shot 

they hope she may regain the eye's sight. Hiba was 19 down at least one Indian military jet in Pakistani airspace. 

months old when she was injured outside her home when It is worth mentioning here that Alison Redford had spent 

a gunfight took place in neighbouring village Batgund. Six a year as a consultant to the World Bank on energy 

militants, including Hizb district commander Ali Abas and regulation in Pakistan. Over 40 members of the European 

top LeT militant Umar Ganie, were killed in that Parliament through their letters urged Pakistan and India 

encounter. Nisar Ahmad Bhat, the father of Hiba, told to resolve the tension between the two countries through 

Kashmir Reader that all he can do now is pray and dialogue. The cross-party letters were organised by 

provide the best available treatment to his daughter. “I British MEP Dr Sajjad Karim.

have trust in the doctors who are treating my daughter. 

The Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) was banned They have given me the surety that she will regain her 

eyesight,” he said. He added that he had been about to 

consult doctors outside the valley, but the doctors at Shri 

Maharaja Hari Singh (SMHS) hospital didn't allow him to, 

saying that she was under the best treatment in the valley 

instead. Nisar said that the family takes her for a check-up 

once or twice a week but have not seen any positive sign 

till now. “They may operate upon her eye next month, and 

she had earlier undergone two surgeries at SMHS 

Srinagar,” he said. Nisar's house is situated some 

by the Governmnet of India (GoI) under anti-terror law on thousand metres from the Batgund encounter site. Hiba's 

Friday, officials said. JKLF, which is led by Yasin Malik, grandfather, Abdul Ahad Bhat, narrated the incidents of 

has been banned for alleged promotion of secessionist the day of the encounter. “There was a huge cordon, but 

activities in Jammu and Kashmir, they said. They said the we were not aware that some forces men had laid an 

organisation has been banned under various provisions ambush outside our house. They were hiding behind a 

Hiba Nisar, world's youngest pellet victim, 

still without sight in injured eye

After Jamaat GoI bans Yasin Malik-led JKLF
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date, she is not able to see from that eye.” He added that 

there were no protests at the time on around their house 

as it is in an isolated place and far away from the road as 

well as the protests of that day. Nisar Ahmad said that so 

far it had cost him Rs 50,000 for the treatments. “I will go 

for any hospital and treatments for the eye sight of my 

daughter,” he said, adding that recently the doctors had 

covered Hiba's left eye to check whether she was able to 

see from the right one, but she was not able to recognise 

anything and started crying within a moment. Family  small tin fence as my daughter-in-law went outside 

members said watching Hiba battling to see and carrying her daughter. When they fired a pellet cartridge at 

recognise things kills them inside. “She turns her whole her, Hiba's mother put her hand over the child's face. Her 

head and eyes to the right when she feels something hand and back also sustained injuries, but despite that, a 

there,” said an aunt, sorrowing over the child's condition.pellet hit Hiba's right eye deep, causing major damage. Till 

Muzaffarabad ( KT):All parties Kashmir Conference organized by Jamaat-e-Islami  

Muzaffarabad ( KT): Prime Minister AJK Raja Farooq Haider Khan and other speakers are addressing to a Seminar in Girls Post 

Graduate College  Muzaffarbad on eve of  International Women Day 

Secretary Jammu & Kashmir Liberation Cell Mansoor Qadir Dar presiding a meeting of sub-committee  
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